Rick Phillips—House District 15 Representative—Alaska Democratic Party
Primary Candidate (U)
Residence Address:
8223-A East 5th Avenue
Anchorage, AK 99504
Mailing Address:
8223-A East 5th Avenue
Anchorage, AK 99504
Email: its4ric@aol.com
Age: 65
Place of Birth: South Bend, IN
Spouse’s Name: Nova
Children’s Name(s): Justin
Occupation: Retired
Length of Residency in Alaska: 26 years
Alaskan Communities Lived in:
Eagle River 1992-1997
Anchorage 1997-to present
Education:
Elston-General Education Diploma
OVTI Community College
Business and Professional Positions:
Master of Motor Vessels 100 regular gross tons, On board drill instructor, proficiency in
survival craft, basic safety training, radar observer unlimited, able body seamen course,
rating forming part of navigational watch, basic HTC curriculum, maritime security
training
Special Interests: Golf, Fishing, time with family
Position Statement:
Department of Labor statistics
Alaska in a recession for last 5 years
11,000 thousand jobs lost in last 3 years
THIS IS UNACCEPTABLE
Alaskans should be worried about the state of the economy. The State House and
Senate(most of but not all) have no plan how to get us out of a recession. Their solution
is to use the Permanent Fund to help fund the budget.
The views expressed in this statement are from the candidate and not endorsed by the Division of Elections. The text of this statement was
provided and paid for by the candidate in accordance with AS 15.58.030 and 6 AAC 25.690.

THAT IS NOT A PLAN

Ask your representatives what their fiscal plan is for the next 5 years, the next 10 years,
you will see (most of but not all) have no plan.
Our state is losing thousands of jobs each year, businesses are closing, thousands of
people are leaving the state each year which impact our schools and economy.
It's time we turn things around by building the LNG pipeline, creating over 12,000
temporary jobs for several years, creating over 1,000 permanent jobs and generating
revenue for decades to come.
Our state is rich in natural resources which we are not taking advantage of.
Lets change that now by voting in candidates who want to MOVE THE STATE
FORWARD.
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